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Your Hosts

SAM REEVECHAR MILLERLISA JACKSON
Culture Strategist Talent Management Consultant Performance Pay Strategist

Lisa Jackson is a culture and employee 
experience expert for  CompTeam, as well as 
the founder of Corporate Culture Pros.  She 
has advised organizations such as Merck, 
Schering Plough, Amgen, J&J, Neogenomics, 
LiveOnNY, and many others to restore 
performance and profitable growth during and 
following major change (merger, fast growth, 
turnaround).  Lisa's speciality is showing you 
how culture is a performance engine and 
competitive advantage - to achieve true 
alignment and passionate commitment, from 
C-level to the front lines. 

In addition, Char founded HR with a Heart and helps 
individuals with career transformation. She helps 
organizations achieve company mission, vision, and goals 
with the best talent! 
In 2013, Char founded RMHA, a fast-growing consulting 
firm that provides strategic business consulting in talent 
management, organizational development, performance 
effectiveness, human capital management, executive 
leadership training and development.
Char has strong HR experience as an influential, 
entrepreneurial and strategic thought leader designing 
organizational structure and framework for creating a 
culture of excellence, innovation, compassion, and ethics in 
large-scale highly matrixed healthcare, corporate, 
hospitality, non-profit and government organizations.

Sam is the CEO and founder of CompTeam.
His core focus is leading companies through 
transformational change by optimizing talent 
initiatives with reward programs to achieve long-
term strategic objectives.  
Sam’s diverse experience includes the design 
and optimization of performance-driven variable 
compensation plans for executive, sales and 
core employee populations of growing 
companies.
Prior to founding CompTeam, Sam has worked in 
compensation functions of notable firms such 
as BlackRock,  McKesson and Automatic Data 
Processing (ADP).
Sam is a global certified compensation 
consultant (CCP, GRP) with over 15 years of 
experience in Total Reward Strategies.



Your Panelists
Linda Rad, MSM, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
HR & OD Consultant, Leadership Coach & Facilitator

• Linda works with organizations to facilitate positive culture change. She 
facilitates positive change through leader and team coaching, emotional 
intelligence workshops, assessments, planning and initiatives.

• Linda provides companies with customized approaches to increasing  
communication, connection and performance. Her approach is strength-
based and empowering, building the leader and team.

• Linda’s experience includes leadership in human resources, 
organizational development, strategic planning, employee engagement, 
coaching and leadership development. 

• Linda’s education includes a BS in Human Resource Management, MS in 
Management & Organizational Leadership, and pursuing a Doctorate in 
Organizational Development with research in Emotional Intelligence. Her 
certifications are in HR, OD, EQ and Executive Coaching.

Envision Leadership 
Consulting facilitates 

positive cultural change 
through HR & OD 

consulting, coaching 
and customized 

leadership workshops.



Your Panelists

Dena Samuels, PhD

Author, Speaker, Leadership Trainer & Transformation Coach

Dena Samuels, PhD, serves as a mindfulness-based diversity, equity, and 
inclusion author, speaker, leadership trainer, and consultant. As an award-
winning tenured professor, Dr. Samuels taught at the University of Colorado –
Colorado Springs for 20 years while consulting nationally and internationally. 
She now consults full-time on mindful, inclusive leadership development, and 
remains on faculty at the university. 

•Her passions include inspiring people to raise their personal and social 
awareness to live more fulfilling, connected, and meaningful lives; and 
assisting organizations, campuses, and corporations in building more diverse, 
equitable, and inclusive cultures.
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Transformational Leadership

EQ and Inclusion



Emotional 
Intelligence

Transformational Leadership

Self-Awareness

Social-Awareness

Empathy

Inclusion



Transformational 
Leadership

Transformational leadership is 
defined as a leadership approach 
that results in change in individuals 
and social systems. 

Transformational leadership, In its 
ideal form,  creates positive change 
in others with the goal of 
developing followers into leaders.



Realistic view of your own 
emotions, impact, and 

behaviors.

Self-Awareness



Social-Awareness
“What’s important to you?”

“What’s working well?” 

“What are the opportunities?” 

“What are your challenges?”

Realistic awareness of social cues,  
emotions, needs, perspectives.

What does psychological safety in a team 
require?



EMPATHY



Adopt an open mindset of learning

Name your emotions 

Stand in a different perspective

Acceptance vs. Agreement

Listen, acknowledge, and champion 
others who are different than you.”

Be present

Learnings



Application

Questions
Takeaways
Observations



A Gift for you

3 Virtual Complimentary Coaching 
Sessions this summer on EQ

Lrad@EnvisionLeadershipConsulting.Com

(303) 408-3480

mailto:Lrad@EnvisionLeadershipConsulting.Com


Effective 

Cross-Racial 

Conversations          

in the Workplace

Dena Samuels, PhD

Pronouns: She/Her/Hers

www.DenaSamuels.com

Twitter: @denasamuels

http://www.denasamuels.com/


Need for Inclusion and 
Belonging

• Heightened emotional states
• Fear

• Loneliness & Isolation

• Mistrust

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



PERSPECTIVE-
TAKING

• Limited Lens
• Social Identities

• Experiences

• Legacy of systemic discrimination

• Segregation

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



What is needed

• Learning how to build 
relationships across 
social differences

• Prepare:
• Do your own work FIRST

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



Know Your Biases

• Implicit/Unconscious Biases

• Stereotypes
• Mental energy savers

• Even when we don’t consciously 
believe the stereotypes!
• NeuroLeadership Institute

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



Know Your Biases

• Harvard University’s Project 
Implicit
• www.implicit.Harvard.edu

http://www.implicit.harvard.edu/


IMPLICIT ASSOCIATION TEST

• Harvard University’s Project Implicit



Strategies for Minimizing 
Bias

• Personal Level
• Mindful Moments

• Organizational Level
• Policies, Practices

• Root out Bias-Triggers

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



EFFECTIVE CROSS-RACIAL 
CONVERSATIONS

• Continue to do your own work

• Learn your biases

• Learn how to mitigate biases

• Healing is Necessary

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



EFFECTIVE CROSS-RACIAL 
CONVERSATIONS

• Acknowledge:
• Different Experiences, Identities, 

Lenses

• Breadth, Depth, Challenges of this 
work

• Life-Long Commitment
© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



EFFECTIVE CROSS-RACIAL 
CONVERSATIONS

• Common Missteps
• Fear of Getting it Wrong

• Microaggressions

• ”Colorblindness”

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



EFFECTIVE CROSS-RACIAL 
CONVERSATIONS

• Effective Action:
• Mindfully Listen

• Feel

• Learn, Learn, Learn

• Mindfully Engage & Connect

• Show Up Again & Again

© 2020 Dena Samuels Consulting



Resources for 
Culturally Inclusive Leadership

Both 

available 

on 

Amazon!



Thank You!

• Dena Samuels, PhD
• Dena Samuels Consulting: www.denasamuels.com

• Twitter: @denasamuels

http://www.denasamuels.com/


Take Action Now!

FREE GIFT

Complementary

First Come, First Serve Basis
Sign up HERE:

Email sam@compteam.net

Contact Us

SAM REEVE, CCP, GRP    
CEO & founder
1 970 403 5775

sam@compteam.net

mailto:sam@compteam.net


tma Assessment for John F. Kennedy












